In vivo mutant T cell frequency in atomic bomb survivors carrying outlying values of chromosome aberration frequencies.
Frequencies of HPRT- mutant T cells were determined by means of a direct clonal assay in atomic bomb survivors who showed outlying values of chromosome aberration frequencies. The studied survivors consisted of 2 groups: those whose aberration frequency was near the higher end of the distribution (high-aberration group) and those whose aberration frequency was near the lower end of the distribution (low-aberration group). The mean radiation doses (T65D) of the high-aberration group (13 people) and low-aberration group (17 people) were 248 and 273 rad, respectively. The mean mutant frequency (Mf) of the high-aberration group was 6.7 X 10(-6), which was significantly higher than that of the low-aberration group (3.7 X 10(-6)) or that of 17 controls (3.4 X 10(-6)). When all the samples were combined, the correlation between Mf and radiation dose was not significant using either dose estimation system, T65D or DS86. However, the correlation coefficient was higher when DS86 doses were used. Mf correlated significantly with increasing aberration frequencies. The tendency that Mf correlates better with chromosome aberration frequency than with estimated radiation dose was stronger in this study than in a previous study where the samples were selected randomly.